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Abstract
The work of Wa¨chter and Biegler [40] suggests that infeasible-start interior point methods (IPMs)
developed for linear programming cannot be adapted to nonlinear optimization without significant mod-
ification, i.e., using a two-phase or penalty method. We propose an IPM that, by careful initialization
and updates of the slack variables, is guaranteed to find a first-order certificate of local infeasibility, local
optimality or unboundedness of the (shifted) feasible region. Our proposed algorithm differs from other
IPM methods for nonconvex programming because we reduce primal feasibility at the same rate as the
barrier parameter. This gives an algorithm with more robust convergence properties and closely resem-
bles successful algorithms from linear programming. We implement the algorithm and compare with
IPOPT on a subset of CUTEst problems. Our algorithm requires a similar median number of iterations,
but fails on only 9% of the problems compared with 16% for IPOPT. Experiments on infeasible variants
of the CUTEst problems indicate superior performance for detecting infeasibility.
The code for our implementation can be found at https://github.com/ohinder/OnePhase.
1 Introduction
Consider the problem
min
x∈Rn
f(x) (1a)
a(x) ≤ 0, (1b)
where the functions a : Rn → Rm and f : Rn → R are twice differentiable and might be nonconvex. Examples
of real-world problems in this framework include truss design, robot control, aircraft control, and aircraft
design, e.g., the problems TRO11X3, ROBOT, AIRCRAFTA, AVION2 in the CUTEst test set [16]. This
paper develops an interior point method (IPM) for finding KKT points of (1), i.e., points such that
∇f(x) +∇a(x)T y = 0 (2a)
yTa(x) = 0 (2b)
a(x) ≤ 0, y ≥ 0. (2c)
IPMs were first developed by Karmarkar [21] for linear programming. The idea for primal-dual IPMs
originates with Megiddo [29]. Initially, algorithms that required a feasible starting point were studied [23, 33].
However, generally one is not given an initial point that is feasible. A naive solution to this issue is to move
the constraints into the objective by adding a large penalty for constraint violation (Big-M method) [28].
A method to avoid the penalty approach, with a strong theoretical foundation for linear programming, is
the homogeneous algorithm [2, 3, 42]. This algorithm measures progress in terms of the KKT error, which
may not monotonically decrease in the presence of nonconvexity1. It is therefore difficult to generalize the
homogeneous algorithm to nonconvex optimization. An alternative to the homogeneous algorithm is the
infeasible-start algorithm of Lustig [26], which has fewer numerical issues and a smaller iteration count than
the big-M method of [28]. Lustig’s approach was further improved in the predictor-corrector algorithm of
Mehrotra [30]. This algorithm reduced complementarity, duality and primal feasibility at the same rate,
1This occurs even in the one-dimensional unconstrained case, e.g., consider minimizing f(x) = −9x − 3x2 + x4/4 starting
from zero; the gradient norm increases then decreases.
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using an adaptive heuristic. This class of methods was shown by Todd [36] to converge to optimality or
infeasibility certificates (of the primal or dual).
The infeasible-start method for linear programming of Lustig [26] naturally extends to nonlinear opti-
mization [24], and most interior point codes for nonconvex optimization are built upon these ideas [6, 39, 41].
However, Wa¨chter and Biegler [40] showed that for the problem
minx (3a)
x2 − s1 = −1 (3b)
x− s2 = 1 (3c)
s1, s2 ≥ 0 (3d)
a large class of infeasible-start algorithms fail to converge to a local optimum or an infeasibility certificate
starting at any point with x < 0, s1 > 0 and s2 > 0. Following that paper, a flurry of research was published
suggesting different methods for resolving this issue [4, 7, 8, 17, 25, 41]. The two main approaches can be
split into penalty methods [7, 8, 17, 25] and two-phase algorithms [41].
Penalty methods move some measure of constraint violation into the objective. These methods require
a penalty parameter that measures how much the constraint violation contributes to the objective. Penalty
methods will converge only if the penalty parameter is sufficiently large. However, estimating this value is
difficult: too small and the algorithm will not find a feasible solution; too big and the algorithm might be
slow and suffer from numerical issues. Consequently, penalty methods tend to be slow [8, Algorithm 1] or
use complex schemes for dynamically updating the penalty parameter [8, Algorithm 2].
The algorithm IPOPT is an example of a two-phase algorithm: it has a main phase and a feasibility
restoration phase [41]. The main phase searches simultaneously for optimality and feasibility using a classical
infeasible-start method. The feasibility restoration phase aims to minimize primal infeasibility. It is called
only when the main phase fails, e.g., the step size is small. It is well known that this approach has drawbacks.
The algorithm has difficulties detecting infeasibility [20, Table 15] and will fail if the feasibility restoration
phase is called too close to the optimal solution. Some of these issues have been addressed by Nocedal,
O¨ztoprak, and Waltz [34].
Our main contribution is an infeasible-start interior point method for nonlinear programming that builds
on the work for linear programming of Lustig [26], Mehrotra [30], and Mizuno, Todd, and Ye [32]. The
algorithm avoids a big-M or a two-phase approach. Furthermore, our solution to the issue posed in example
(3) is simple: we carefully initialize the slack variables and use nonlinear updates to carefully control the
primal residual. Consequently, under general conditions we guarantee that our algorithm will converge to
a local certificate of optimality, local infeasibility or unboundedness. Our algorithm has other desirable
properties. Complementarity moves at the same rate as primal feasibility. This implies from the work of
Haeser, Hinder, and Ye [19] that if certain sufficient conditions for local optimality conditions hold, our
approach guarantees that the dual multipliers sequence will remain bounded. In contrast, in methods that
reduce the primal feasibility too quickly, such as IPOPT, the dual multiplier sequence can be unbounded even
for linear programs. We compare our solver with IPOPT on a subset of CUTEst problems. Our algorithm
has a similar median number of iterations to IPOPT, but fails less often. Experiments on infeasible variants
of the CUTEst problems indicate superior performance of our algorithm for detecting infeasibility.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes a simple version of our proposed one-phase interior
point algorithm and gives intuitive explanations for our choices. Section 3 focuses on convergence proofs.
In particular, Section 3.1 justifies the choice of infeasibility criterion, and Section 3.2 provides convergence
proofs for the algorithm described in Section 2. Section 4 gives a practical version of the one-phase algorithm.
Section 5 presents numerical results on the CUTEst test set.
Notation We use the variables x, s and y to denote the primal, slack and dual variables produced by the
algorithm. The diagonal matrices S and Y are formed from the vectors s and y respectively. Given two
vectors u and v, min{u, v} is vector corresponding to the element-wise minimum. The norm ‖·‖ denotes
the Euclidean norm. The letter e represents the vector of all ones. The set R++ denotes the set of strictly
positive real numbers.
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2 A simple one-phase algorithm
Consider the naive log barrier subproblems of the form
min
x∈Rn
f(x)− µ
∑
i
log (−ai(x)). (4)
The idea is to solve a sequence of such subproblems with µ→ 0 and µ > 0. The log barrier transforms the
non-differentiable original problem (1) into a twice differentiable function on which we can apply Newton’s
method. However, there are issues with this naive formulation: we are rarely given a feasible starting point
and one would like to ensure that the primal variables remain bounded. To resolve these issues we consider
shifted and slightly modified subproblems of the form
min
x∈Rn
ψµ(x) := f(x)− µ
∑
i
(β1ai(x) + log (µwi − ai(x))),
where β1 ∈ (0, 1) is a constant with default value 10−4, w ≥ 0 is a vector that remains fixed for all
subproblems, and some µ > 0 measures the size of the shift. The purpose of the term β1ai(x) is to
ensure that −(β1ai(x) + log (µwi − ai(x))) remains bounded below. This prevents the primal iterates from
unnecessarily diverging. We remark that this modification of the log barrier function is similar to previous
works [41, Section 3.7].
Holistically, our technique consists of computing two types of direction: stabilization and aggressive direc-
tions. Both directions are computed from the same linear system with different right-hand sides. Aggressive
directions are equivalent to affine scaling steps [30] as they apply a Newton step directly to the KKT system,
ignoring the barrier parameter µ. Aggressive steps aim to approach optimality and feasibility simultane-
ously. However, continuously taking aggressive steps may cause the algorithm to stall or fail to converge. To
remedy this we have a stabilization step that keeps the primal feasibility the same, i.e., aims to reduce the
log barrier objective until an approximate solution to the shifted log barrier problem is found. While this
step has similar goals to the centering step of Mehrotra, there are distinct differences. The centering steps
of Mehrotra move the iterates towards the central path while keeping the primal and dual feasibility fixed.
Our stabilization steps only keep the primal feasibility fixed while reducing the log barrier objective. This
technique of alternating stabilization and aggressive steps, is analogous to the alternating predictor-corrector
techniques of Mizuno, Todd, and Ye [32, Algorithm 1].
The IPM that we develop generates a sequence of iterates (xk, sk, yk, µk) that satisfy
(xk, sk, yk, µk) ∈ Rn × Rm++ × Rm++ × R++ (5a)
ski y
k
i
µk
∈ [β2, 1/β2] ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (5b)
a(xk) + sk = µkw, (5c)
where w ≥ 0 is a vector for which a(x0) + s0 = µ0w, and β2 ∈ (0, 1) is an algorithmic parameter with default
value 0.01. This set of equations implies the primal feasibility and complementarity are moved at the same
rate.
Furthermore, there is a subsequence of the iterates pik (i.e., those that satisfy the aggressive step criterion
(20)) such that
‖∇xLµpik (xpik , ypik)‖∞
µpik(‖ypik‖∞ + 1) ≤ c, (6)
where c > 0 is some constant and Lµ(x, y) := f(x) + (y − µβ1e)Ta(x) is the modified Lagrangian function.
Requiring (5) and (6) is common in practical linear programming implementations [30]. Note that (5) and
(6) can be interpreted as a ‘central sequence’. This is weaker than the existence of a central path, a concept
from convex optimization [3, 29]. Unfortunately, in nonconvex optimization there may not exist a continuous
central path.
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Conditions (5) and (6) are desirable because they imply the dual multipliers are likely to be well-behaved.
To be more precise, assume the subsequence satisfying (5) and (6) is converging to a feasible solution. If this
solution satisfies certain sufficiency conditions for local optimality, then the dual variables remain bounded
and strict complementarity holds. We refer to our paper [19] for further understanding of this issue. A
consequence of this property is that we can re-write equality constraints as two inequalities while avoiding
numerical issues that might arise if we did this using other solvers [19].
Related to this property of the dual multipliers being well-behaved is that our algorithm is explicitly
designed for inequality constraints only. Often primal feasibility is written as a(x) = 0, x ≥ 0 as used by
Mehrotra (and many others in the IPM literature). If we took the dual of a linear program before applying
our technique then our method would be working with the same problem as the typical method, because for
us dual feasibility is ∇f(x) +∇a(x)T y = 0, y ≥ 0. We believe working in this form is superior for nonlinear
programming where there is no symmetry between the primal and dual, and the form a(x) ≤ 0 has many
benefits that we discuss shortly. Using inequalities has the following advantages:
A. It enables us to generate sequences satisfying (5) and (6).
B. It allows us to use a Cholesky factorization instead of the LBL factorization of Bunch and Parlett [5].
See end of Section 2.1 for further discussion.
C. We avoid the need for a second inertia modification parameter to ensure nonsingularity of the linear
system, i.e., δc in equation (13) in [41]. Not using δc removes issues where large modifications to the
linear system may not provide a descent direction for the constraint violation.
Other IPMs that use only inequalities include [8, 39].
2.1 Direction computation
We now state how we compute directions, whose derivation is deferred to Section 2.1.1.
Let
b =
bDbP
bC
 =
∇xLγµ(x, y)(1− γ)µw
Y s− γµe
 (7)
be the target change in the KKT residual error, where ∇xLγµ(x, y) denotes ∇xLµ¯(x, y) with µ¯ = γµ. The
scalar γ ∈ [0, 1] represents the target reduction in constraint violation and barrier parameter µ, with γ = 1
corresponding to stabilization steps and γ < 1 to aggressive steps. (For the simple one-phase algorithm,
γ = 0 for the aggressive steps). The point (µ, x, s, y) denotes the current iterate.
To compute the direction for the x variables we solve
(M+ δI)dx = −
(
bD +∇a(x)TS−1 (Y bP − bC)
)
, (8)
where δ > 0 is chosen such that M+ δI is positive definite (the choice of δ is specified in Section 2) and
M =∇2xxLµ(x, y) +∇a(x)TY S−1∇a(x). (9)
We factorizeM+ δI using Cholesky decomposition. The directions for the dual and slack variables are then
dy ← −S−1Y (∇a(x)dx + bP − Y −1bC), (10a)
ds ← −(1− γ)µw −∇a(x)dx. (10b)
We remark that the direction ds is not used for updating the iterates because s is updated using a nonlinear
update (Section 2.2), but we define it for completeness.
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2.1.1 Derivation of direction choice
We now explain how we choose our directions (8) and (10).
In our algorithm the direction dx for the x variables is computed with the goal of being approximately
equal to d∗x defined by
d∗x ∈ arg min
d¯x∈Rn
ψγµ(x+ d¯x) +
δ
2
‖d¯x‖2 (11)
with ψγµ denoting ψµ¯ with µ¯ = γµ. This notation is used for subscripts throughout, i.e., Lγµ denotes Lµ¯
with µ¯ = γµ.
Primal IPMs [11] apply Newton’s method directly to system (11). However, they have inferior practical
performance to primal-dual methods that apply Newton’s method directly to the optimality conditions. To
derive the primal-dual directions let us write the first-order optimality conditions
∇xLγµ(x+ d∗x, y + d∗y) + δd∗x = 0
a(x+ d∗x) + s+ d
∗
s = γµw
(S +D∗s)(y + d
∗
y) = γµe
s+ d∗s, y + d
∗
y ≥ 0,
where (x, s, y) is the current values for the primal, slack and dual variables, (x + d∗x, y + d
∗
y, s + d
∗
s) is the
optimal solution to (11), and (d∗x, d
∗
y, d
∗
s) are the corresponding directions (D
∗
s is a diagonal matrix with
entries d∗s). Thus,
Kδd = −b, (12)
where
Kδ =
∇2xxLµ(x, y) + δI ∇a(x)T 0∇a(x) 0 I
0 S Y
 and d =
dxdy
ds
 . (13)
Eliminating ds from (12) yields the symmetric system[∇2xxLµ(x, y) + δI ∇a(x)T
∇a(x) −Y −1S
] [
dx
dy
]
= −
[
bD
bP − Y −1bC
]
. (14)
This is similar to the system typically factorized by nonlinear programming solvers using LBL [2, 6, 39, 41].
If the matrix ∇2xxLµ(x, y) + δI is positive definite the whole matrix is quasidefinite, and in this case one can
perform an LDL factorization with a fixed pivot order [14, 38]. However, if ∇2xxLµ(x, y) + δI is not positive
definite then LBL [5] must be used to guarantee factorability and may require excessive numerical pivoting.
One way of avoiding using an LBL factorization is to take the Schur complement of (14). For this system,
there are two possible Schur complements. We use the term primal Schur complement to mean that the final
system is in terms of the primal variables, whereas the dual Schur complement gives a system in the dual
variables.
Taking the primal Schur complement gives system (8):
(M+ δI)dx = −
(
bD +∇a(x)TS−1 (Y bP − bC)
)
.
Equations (10) also follow from (12).
Note that if M + δI is positive definite and γ = 1, then the right-hand side of (8) becomes −∇ψµ(x);
therefore dx is a descent direction for the function ψµ(x). Consequently, we pick δ > 0 such that M+ δI is
positive definite. Furthermore, note that if Y = S−1µ then (8) reduces to
(∇2ψµ(x) + δI)dx = −∇ψµ(x);
hence M should be interpreted as a primal-dual approximation of the Hessian of ψµ.
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We emphasize we are forming the primal Schur complement, not the dual. This is a critical distinction
for nonlinear programming because there are drawbacks to using the dual Schur complement. First, the
matrix M could be positive definite but ∇2xxLµ(x, y) could be negative definite, indefinite or even singular.
Consequently, one might need to add an unnecessarily large δ to make∇2xxLµ(x, y)+δI positive definite and
compute the direction. This could slow progress and prohibit superlinear convergence. Second, this method
requires computing (∇2xxLµ(x, y) + δI)−1∇a(x)T , which is expensive if there is even a moderate number of
constraints. Finally, if ∇2xxLµ(x, y) is not a diagonal matrix, then, usually the dual schur complement will
usually be dense (similar issues occur for reduced Hessian methods [10, 22]). In contrast, M is generally
sparse. Furthermore, if M is not sparse it is likely that the Jacobian ∇a(x) has a dense row. This,
however, could be eliminated through row stretching of the original problem, as is done for columns in linear
programming [18, 27, 37].
2.2 Updating the iterates
Suppose that we have computed direction (dx, ds, dy) with some γ ∈ [0, 1] using (8) and (10). We wish to
construct a candidate (µ+, x+, s+, y+) for the next iterate. Given a primal step size αP ∈ [0, 1] and dual
step size αD ∈ [0, 1] we update the iterates as follows:
µ+ ← (1− (1− γ)αP )µ (15a)
x+ ← x+ αP dx (15b)
s+ ← µ+w − a(x+) (15c)
y+ ← y + αDdy. (15d)
The slack variable update does not use ds. Instead, (15c) is nonlinear and its purpose is to ensure that
(5c) remains satisfied, so that we can control the rate of reduction of primal feasibility. In infeasible-start
algorithms for linear programming [26, 30] the variables updates are all linear, i.e., s+ ← s+αP ds. However,
if the function a is linear, the slack variable update (15c) reduces to
s+ = µ+w − a(x)− αP∇a(x)dx = (µw − a(x))− αP ((1− γ)µw +∇a(x)dx) = s+ αP ds
where the first equality uses (15c) and linearity of a, the second uses (15a), and the final uses (10b).
Furthermore, as dx → 0 the linear approximation a(x) + αP∇a(x) of a(x + αP dx) becomes very accurate
and we have s+ → s+αP ds. Nonlinear updates for the slack variables have been used in other interior point
methods [2, 8].
Finally, we only select steps that maintain (5a) and (5b), i.e., satisfy
s+, y+, µ+ > 0 (16a)
s+i y
+
i
µ+
∈ [β2, 1/β2] ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. (16b)
2.3 Termination criterion
Define the function
σ(y) :=
100
max{100, ‖y‖∞}
as a scaling factor based on the size of the dual variables. This scaling factor is related to sd and sc in the
IPOPT implementation paper [41]. We use σ(y) in the local optimality termination criterion (17) because
there may be numerical issues reducing the unscaled dual feasibility if the dual multipliers become large. In
particular, the first-order optimality termination criterion we use is
σ(y)‖∇L0(x, y)‖∞ ≤ opt (17a)
σ(y)‖Sy‖∞ ≤ opt (17b)
‖a(x) + s‖∞ ≤ opt, (17c)
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where opt ∈ (0, 1) with a default value of 10−6. The first-order local primal infeasibility termination criterion
is given by
a(x)T y > 0 (18a)
Γfar(µ, x, s, y) ≤ far (18b)
Γinf(µ, x, s, y) ≤ inf, (18c)
where
Γfar(x, y) :=
‖∇a(x)T y‖1
a(x)T y
Γinf(x, s, y) :=
‖∇a(x)T y‖1 + sT y
‖y‖1 ,
and far, inf ∈ (0, 1) with default values of 10−3 and 10−6 respectively. We remark that if we find a point
with Γinf(x, s, y) = 0 then we have found a stationary point to a weighted L∞ infeasibility measure. For a
more thorough justification of this choice for the infeasibility termination criterion, see Section 3.1.
The unboundedness termination criterion is given by
1
‖x‖∞ ≥ 1/unbd, (19)
where unbd ∈ (0, 1) with default value 10−12. Note that since we require all the iterates to maintain
a(x) ≤ µw ≤ µ0w satisfying, the unboundedness termination criterion strongly indicates that the set {x ∈
Rn : a(x) ≤ wµ} is unbounded.
2.4 The algorithm
Before we outline our algorithm, we need to define the switching condition for choosing an aggressive step
instead of a stabilization step. The condition is
σ(y)‖∇Lµ(x, y)‖∞ ≤ µ (20a)
‖∇Lµ(x, y)‖1 ≤ ‖∇f(x)− β1µeT∇a(x)‖1 + sT y (20b)
siyi
µ
∈ [β3, 1/β3] ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, (20c)
where the parameter β3 ∈ (β2, 1) has a default value of 0.02. The purpose of (20a) is to ensure that we
have approximately solved the shifted log barrier problem and guarantees that this subsequence of iterates
satisfies (6). Equation (20b) helps ensure (as we show in Section 3.2) that if the dual variables are diverging
rapidly then the infeasibility termination criterion is met. Finally, equation (20c) with β3 > β2 ensures we
have a buffer such that we can still satisfy (5b) when we take an aggressive step.
Algorithm 1 formally outlines our one-phase interior point method. It does not include the details for
the aggressive or stabilization steps that are given in Algorithm 2 and 3 respectively. Since Algorithm 1
maintains a(x) + s = wµ for each iterate, it requires the starting point to satisfy
a(x0) + s0 = wµ0,
with w ≥ 0 and µ0 > 0. For any fixed x0 one can always pick sufficiently large w and µ0 such that
µ0w > a(x0), and setting s0 ← µ0w − a(x0) meets our requirements.
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Algorithm 1 A simplified one-phase algorithm
Input: a initial point x0, vector w ≥ 0, and variables µ0, s0, y0 > 0 such that a(x0) + s0 = wµ0 and
equation (5b) with k = 0 is satisfied. Termination tolerances opt ∈ (0,∞), far ∈ (0, 1), inf ∈ (0, 1) and
unbd ∈ (0, 1).
Output: a point (µk, xk, sk, yk) that satisfies at least one of the inequalities (17), (18) or (19)
For k ∈ {1, . . . ,∞}
A.1 Set (µ, x, s, y)← (µk−1, xk−1, sk−1, yk−1).
A.2 Check termination criterion. If (17), (18) or (19) is satisfied then terminate the algorithm.
A.3 Form the matrix M using (9). Set δmin ← max{0, µ− 2λmin(M)}.
A.4 If (20) is satisfied go to line A.5, otherwise go to line A.6.
A.5 Take an aggressive step.
A.5.1 If δmin > 0 go to line A.5.3.
A.5.2 Set δ ← 0. Run Algorithm 2. If it terminates with status = success, then set (µk, xk, sk, yk)←
(µ+, x+, s+, y+) and go to line A.1.
A.5.3 Run Algorithm 2 with sufficiently large δ such that the algorithm terminates with status =
success. Set (µk, xk, sk, yk)← (µ+, x+, s+, y+) and go to line A.1.
A.6 Take a stabilization step. Set δ ← δmin. Run Algorithm 3, set (µk, xk, sk, yk) ← (µ+, x+, s+, y+). Go
to line A.1.
2.4.1 Aggressive steps
The goal of the aggressive steps is to approach optimality and feasibility simultaneously. For this reason, we
set γ = 0 for the aggressive direction computation. We require a minimum step size αP of
θ(µ, s) := min
{
1/2,
(β3 − β2)
2β3µ
min
i∈{1,...,m}:wi>0
si
wi
}
. (21)
If αP < θ(µ, s), we declare the step a failure (see line A.5 of Algorithm 2). However, on line A.5.3 of
Algorithm 1, we choose a sufficiently large δ such that αP selected by Algorithm 2 satisfies αP ≥ θ(µ, s);
such a δ must exist by Lemma 2. Furthermore, the primal aggressive step size αP can be at most min{1/2, µ}.
This ensures line A.3 is well-defined, i.e., the set of possible primal step sizes is closed.
Algorithm 2 Simplified aggressive step
Input: δ > 0, the current point (µ, x, s, y) and the matrix M.
Output: A new point (µ+, x+, s+, y+) and a status.
A.1 Compute vector b at point (µ, x, s, y) via (7) with γ = 0.
A.2 Compute direction (dx, ds, dy) via (8) and (10).
A.3 Select the largest αP ∈ [0,min{1/2, µ}] such that the iterates (µ+, x+, s+, y+) computed by (15) satisfy
(16) for some αD ∈ [0, 1].
A.4 With the previous αP fixed, select the largest αD such that the iterates (µ
+, x+, s+, y+) computed by
(15) satisfy (16).
A.5 If αP ≥ θ(µ, s) then status = success; otherwise status = failure.
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2.4.2 Stabilization steps
The goal of stabilization steps (Algorithm 3) is to reduce the log barrier function ψµ. For this purpose we
set γ = 1 during the direction computation. However, the log barrier function ψµ does not measure anything
with respect to the dual iterates. This might impede performance if ‖Sy − µe‖∞ is large but ‖∇ψµ(x)‖
is small. In this case, taking a large step might reduce the complementarity significantly, even though the
barrier function increases slightly. Therefore we add a complementarity measure to the barrier function to
create an augmented log barrier function:
φµ(x, s, y) := ψµ(x) +
‖Sy − µe‖3∞
µ2
.
We say that the candidate iterates (x+, s+, y+) have made sufficient progress on φµ over the current iterate
(x, s, y) if
φµ(x
+, s+, y+) ≤ φµ(x, s, y) + αPβ4
(
1
2
(
∇ψµ(x)T dx − δ
2
αP ‖dx‖2
)
− ‖Sy − µe‖
3
∞
µ2
)
, (22)
where β4 ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter with default value 0.2.
Algorithm 3 Simplified stabilization step
Input: Some δ > 0, the current point (µ, x, s, y) and the matrix M.
Output: A new point (µ+, x+, s+, y+).
A.1 Compute the vector b at the point (µ, x, s, y) via (7) with γ = 1.
A.2 Compute direction (dx, ds, dy) via (8) and (10).
A.3 Pick the largest αP = αD ∈ [0, 1] such that (µ+, x+, s+, y+) computed by (15) satisfies (22) and (16).
3 Theoretical justification
The goal of this section is to provide some simple theoretical justification for our algorithm. Section 3.1
justifies the infeasibility termination criterion. Section 3.2 proves that the Algorithm 1 eventually terminates.
3.1 Derivation of primal infeasibility termination criterion
Here we justify our choice of local infeasibility termination criterion by showing that it corresponds to a
stationary measure for the infeasibility with respect to a weighted L∞ norm. We also prove that when the
problem is convex our criterion certifies global infeasibility.
Consider the optimization problem
min
x
max
i:wi>0
ai(x)
wi
(23a)
s.t. ai(x) ≤ 0,∀i s.t. wi = 0, (23b)
for some non-negative vector w. For example, a natural choice of w is wi = 0 for variable bounds and wi = 1
for all other constraints. This results in minimizing the L∞ norm of the constraint violation subject to
variable bounds. Note that (23) is equivalent to the optimization problem
min
x,s,µ
µ (24a)
s.t. a(x) + s = µw (24b)
s, µ ≥ 0. (24c)
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The KKT conditions for (24) are
a(x) + s = µw
∇a(x)T y˜ = 0
wT y˜ + τ = 1
τµ = 0
y˜T s = 0
s, µ, y˜, τ ≥ 0.
Note that if the sequence (µk, xk, sk, yk) generated by our algorithm satisfies
a(xk) + sk = µkw
Γinf(x
k, sk, yk)→ 0
then with y˜k = y
k
wT yk
, τk = 0, the KKT residual for problem (23) of the sequence (xk, sk, y˜k, τk) tends to
zero. However, this is a poor measure of infeasibility because Γinf(x
k, sk, yk)→ 0 may also be satisfied if the
algorithm is converging to a feasible solution (i.e., if the norm of the dual multipliers tends to infinity). For
this reason, our infeasibility criterion (18) includes Γfar to help avoid declaring a problem infeasible when
the algorithm is in fact converging towards a feasible solution. To make this more precise, we include the
following trivial observation.
Observation 1. Assume the constraint function a : Rn → Rm is differentiable and convex, and that some
minimizer (µ∗, x∗) of (24) satisfies ‖x − x∗‖∞ ≤ R for some R ∈ (0,∞). Suppose also that at some point
(x, s, y) with s, y ≥ 0, Γfar(x, s, y) ≤ 1/(2R) and yTa(x) > 0. Then the system a(x) ≤ 0 has no feasible
solution.
Proof. We have
yTa(x∗) ≥ yT (a(x) +∇a(x)(x∗ − x)) ≥ yTa(x)(1−R× Γfar(x, s, y)) ≥ yTa(x)/2 > 0,
where the first inequality holds via convexity and y ≥ 0, the second by definition of Γfar(x, s, y) := ‖∇a(x)
T y‖1
a(x)T y
,
the third and fourth by assumption. Since y ≥ 0, we deduce that ai(x∗) > 0 for some i.
Finally, we remark that if wish to find a stationary point with respect to a different measure of constraint
violation v(z) we can apply our solver to the problem
min f(z)
a(x) ≤ z
z ≥ 0
v(z) ≤ 0,
starting with wk = 0 for k = 1, . . .m + n, z
0 = max{a(x0), e}, µ0 > 0 and wm+n+1 = 1+v(z
0)
µ0 > 0. With
this choice of w one can see from (23) that if we do not find a feasible solution then we automatically find a
solution to:
min v(z)
a(x) ≤ z
z ≥ 0.
For example, if v(z) = eT z then we minimize the L1-norm of the constraint violation.
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3.2 Global convergence proofs for Algorithm 1
We now give a global convergence proof for Algorithm 1 as stated in Theorem 6 in Section 3.2.3. Since
the proofs are mostly mechanical, we defer most of the proofs to Appendix A. Our results hold under
assumption 1 and 2.
Assumption 1. Assume the functions f : Rn → R and a : Rn → Rm are twice differentiable on Rn.
Assumption 2. The algorithm parameters satisfy β1 ∈ (0, 1), β2 ∈ (0, 1) and β3 ∈ (β2, 1). The tolerances
satisfy opt ∈ (0,∞), far ∈ (0, 1), inf ∈ (0, 1) and unbd ∈ (0, 1). The vector w ≥ 0.
Recall that the iterates of our algorithm satisfy (5), i.e.,
(x, s, y, µ) ∈ Rn × Rm++ × Rm++ × R++ (25a)
siyi
µ
∈ [β2, 1/β2] ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (25b)
a(x) + s = µw. (25c)
3.2.1 Convergence of aggressive steps
Here we show that after a finite number of aggressive steps, Algorithm 1 converges. Lemma 2 uses the fact
that for large enough δ the slack variables can be absorbed to reduce the barrier parameter µ.
First, we show that for sufficiently large δ Algorithm 2 succeeds. Therefore line A.5.3 of Algorithm 1 is
well-defined.
Lemma 2. Suppose assumptions 1 and 2 hold. If (µ, x, s, y) satisfies (25) and the criterion for an aggressive
step (20), then there exists some δ¯ such that for all δ > δ¯ Algorithm 2 returns status = success.
The proof of Lemma 2 is given in Section A.1.1. The next Lemma demonstrates that the term yTw
remains bounded for points generated by our algorithm satisfying the aggressive step criterion.
Lemma 3. Suppose assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then wT y is bounded above for all points (µ, x, s, y) that
satisfy (5) and the following.
A. The criterion for an aggressive step (20).
B. Neither the infeasibility termination criterion (18) nor the unboundness criterion (19).
The proof of Lemma 3 is given in Section A.1.2. Lemma 3 shows wT y is bounded above. It follows that
the slack variables si for wi > 0 are bounded away from zero. This enables us to lower bound the minimum
aggressive step size θ(µ, s), leading to Corollary 4.
Corollary 4. Suppose assumptions 1 and 2 hold. After a finite number of calls to Algorithm 2, starting
from a point that satisfies (25), Algorithm 1 will terminate.
Proof. For any successful step size αP by (21) for an aggressive step and
siyi
µ ∈ [β2, 1/β2] we have
αP ≥ θ(µ, s) = min
{
1/2,
(β3 − β2)
2β3µ
min
i∈{1,...,m}:wi>0
si
wi
}
≥ min
{
1/2,
(β3 − β2)
2β23
min
i∈{1,...,m}:wi>0
1
yiwi
}
.
Since Lemma 3 bounds yTw from above and y, w ≥ 0 we deduce αP is bounded away from zero. We reduce
µ by at least αPµ each call to Algorithm 5 that terminates with status = success. Furthermore, for
sufficiently small µ, whenever (20) holds the optimality criterion (17) is satisfied. Combining these facts
proves the Lemma.
However, Corollary 4 does not rule out the possibility that there is an infinite number of consecutive
stabilization steps. Ruling out this possibility is the purpose of Lemma 5.
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3.2.2 Convergence of stabilization steps
This subsection is devoted to showing that consecutive stabilization steps eventually satisfy the criterion for
an aggressive step or the unboundedness criterion is satisfied.
Lemma 5. Suppose assumptions 1 and 2 hold. After a finite number of consecutive stabilization steps within
Algorithm 1, either the aggressive criterion (20) or the unboundedness termination criterion (19) is met.
The proof of Lemma 5 is given in Section A.2.2. Let us sketch the main ideas. First, we can show that
the set of iterates that stabilization steps generate remain in a compact set. We can use this to uniformly
bound quantities such as Lipschitz constants. The crux of the proof is showing there cannot be an infinite
number of consecutive stabilizations steps because this will imply the augmented log barrier merit function
tends to negative infinity and the unboundedness termination criterion holds.
3.2.3 Main result
We now state Theorem 6, the main theoretical result of the paper.
Theorem 6. Suppose assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Algorithm 1 terminates after a finite number of iterations.
Proof. Corollary 4 shows that the algorithm must terminate after a finite number of aggressive steps.
Lemma 5 shows that the algorithm terminates or an aggressive step must be taken after a finite number of
stabilization steps. The result follows.
4 A practical one-phase algorithm
Section 2 presented a simple one-phase algorithm that is guaranteed to terminate (eventually) with a certifi-
cate of unboundedness, infeasibility, or optimality. However, to simplify, we omitted several practical details
including the following.
A. The introduction of inner iterations that reuse the factorizations ofM. This reduces the total number
of factorizations (Section 4.1).
B. How to choose the step sizes αP and αD in a practical manner (Section 4.2).
C. Using a filter to encourage steps that significantly reduce the KKT error (Section 4.3).
D. How to compute δ in a practical manner (Section 4.4 and Appendix B.1).
E. How choose the initial variable values (Appendix B.2).
The full algorithm is described in Section 4.4 with appropriately modified stabilization and aggressive steps.
For complete details see the implementation at https://github.com/ohinder/OnePhase.
4.1 Reusing the factorization of M
Our practical algorithm (Algorithm 4) consists of inner iterations and outer iterations. The inner iterations
reuse the factorization of the matrix M to compute directions as follows. Let (µ, x, s, y) be the current
iterate and (µˆ, xˆ, sˆ, yˆ) be the iterate at the beginning of the outer iteration, i.e., where M was evaluated.
Then the directions are computed during each inner iteration as follows:
(M+ δI)dx = −
(
bD +∇a(xˆ)T Sˆ−1 (Y bP − bC)
)
(26a)
ds ← −(1− γ)µw −∇a(x)dx (26b)
dy ← −Sˆ−1Yˆ (∇a(xˆ)dx + bP − Yˆ −1bC). (26c)
This is identical to the direction computation described in Section 2.1 if (µ, x, s, y) = (µˆ, xˆ, sˆ, yˆ).
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4.2 Step size choices and acceptance
First we specify a criterion to prevent the slack variables from getting too close to the boundary. In particular,
given any candidate primal iterate (x+, s+) we require that the following fraction-to-boundary rule be
satisfied:
s+ ≥ Θb min{s, ‖dx‖∞
(
δ + ‖dy‖∞ + ‖dx‖β7∞
)
e}, (27)
where Θb is a diagonal matrix with entries Θbi,i ∈ (0, 1) with default entry values of 0.1 and β7 ∈ (0, 1) with
default value of 0.5. Note that the ‖dx‖∞
(
δ + ‖dy‖∞ + ‖dx‖β7∞
)
term plays a similar role to µ in the more
typical s+ ≥ Θbsmin{1, µ} fraction-to-boundary rule (say of IPOPT [41]) in that it allows (almost) unit
steps in the superlinear convergence regime.
In both the aggressive steps and stabilization steps we use a backtracking line search. We choose the
initial trial primal step size αmaxP to be the maximum αP ∈ [0, 1] that satisfies the fraction-to-boundary rule:
s+ αP ds ≥ Θp min{s, ‖dx‖∞
(
δ + ‖dy‖∞ + ‖dx‖β7∞
)
e}, (28)
where the parameter Θp is a diagonal matrix with entries Θpi,i ∈ [Θbi,i, 1). The default value of Θpi,i is 0.25 for
nonlinear constraints and 0.1 for linear constraints. The idea of this choice for αmaxP is that the fraction-to-
boundary rule (27) is likely to be satisfied for the first trial point, i.e., αP = α
max
P when ‖dx‖ is small. To see
this, note that by differentiability of a we have ‖s+ ds − s+‖ ≤ ‖a(x) +∇a(x)dx − a(x+ dx)‖ = O(‖dx‖2).
Furthermore, the right hand side of (27) and (28) are identical except for Θb and Θp. Hence if dx → 0,
(28) holds and Θpi,i > Θ
b
i,i for i corresponding to nonlinear constraints then (27) is satisfied in the limit for
αP = α
max
P .
It remains to describe how to update the dual variables. Given some candidate primal iterate (x+, s+),
let B(s+, dy) be the set of feasible dual step sizes. More precisely, we define B(s
+, dy) ⊆ [0, 1] to be the
largest interval such that if αD ∈ B(s+, dy) then
s+i (y + αDdy)i
µ+
∈ [β2, 1/β2] ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (29a)
y + αDdy ≥ Θbymin{1, ‖dx‖∞}. (29b)
If there is no value of αD satisfying (29) we set B(s
+, dy) to the empty set and the step will be rejected.
Recall the parameter β2 ∈ (0, 1) was defined in (5b). The purpose criteria (29a) is to ensure the algorithm
always satisfy (5b), i.e., Syµ ∈ [eβ2, e/β2]. Equation (29b) is a fraction-to-boundary condition for the dual
variables. We compute the dual step size as follows:
αD ← arg min
ζ∈B(s+,dy)
‖S+y − µ+ + ζS+dy‖22 + ‖∇f(x+) +∇a(x+)T (y + ζdy)‖22 (30a)
αD ← min{max{αD, αP },maxB(s+, dy)}. (30b)
Equation (30a) can be interpreted as choosing the step size αD that minimizes the complementarity and dual
infeasibility. This reduces to a one-dimensional least squares problem in ζ which has a closed form expression
for the solution. Equation (30b) encourages the dual step size to be at least as large as the primal step size
αP . This prevents tiny dual step sizes being taken when the dual direction is not a descent direction for the
dual infeasibility, which may occur if δ is large.
4.3 A filter using a KKT merit function
In the stabilization search directions we accept steps that make progress on one of two merit functions, which
form a filter. The first function φµ is defined in Section 2.4.2. The second function, we call it the KKT merit
function, measures the scaled dual feasibility and complementarity:
Kµ(x, s, y) = σ(y) max{‖∇Lµ(x, y)‖∞, ‖Sy − µe‖∞}. (31)
This merit function measures progress effectively in regimes where M, given in (9), is positive definite. In
this case, the search directions generated by (8) will be a descent direction on this merit function (for the
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first inner iteration of each outer iteration of Algorithm 4 i.e., j = 1). This merit function is similar to the
potential functions used in interior point methods for convex optimization [2, 20]. Unfortunately, while this
merit function may be an excellent choice for convex problems, in nonconvex optimization it has serious
issues. In particular, the search direction (8) might not be a descent direction. Moreover, changing the
search direction to minimize the dual feasibility has negative ramifications. The algorithm could converge to
a critical point of the dual feasibility where Kµ(x, s, y) 6= 02. For further discussion of these issues, see [35].
While it is sufficient to guarantee convergence by accepting steps if (22) is satisfied, in some regimes e.g.,
whenM is positive definite, this may select step sizes αP that are too conservative; for example, near points
satisfying the sufficient conditions for local optimality. In these situations the KKT error is often a better
measure of progress toward a local optimum than a merit function that discards information about the dual
feasibility. Furthermore, from our experience, during convergence toward an optimal solution, numerical
errors in the function φµ may cause the algorithm to fail to make sufficient progress on the merit function
φµ, i.e., (22) is not satisfied for any αP . For these reasons we decide to use a filter approach [12, 41]. Typical
filter methods [12] require progress on either the constraint violation or the objective function. Our approach
is distinctly different, because we accept steps that make progress on either the merit function φµ or the
merit function Kµ. To be precise, we accept any iterate (µ+, x+, s+, y+) that makes sufficient progress on
the augmented log barrier function φµ, or satisfies the equations
Kµ(x+, s+, y+) ≤ (1− β7αP )Kµ(x˜, s˜, y˜) (32a)
φµ(x
+, s+, y+) ≤ φµ(x˜, s˜, y˜) +
√
Kµ(x˜, s˜, y˜) (32b)
for every previous iterate (µ˜, x˜, s˜, y˜) with a(x˜) + s˜ = a(x) + s.
The idea of (32) is that for points with similar values of the augmented log barrier function the KKT error
is a good measure of progress. However, we want to discourage the algorithm from significantly increasing
the augmented log barrier function while reducing the KKT error because if this is occurring, then the
algorithm might converge to a saddle point.
4.4 Algorithm outline
The general idea of Algorithm 4 follows. At each outer iteration we factorize the matrix M + δI with an
appropriate choice of δ using Algorithm 7. With this factorization fixed, we attempt to take multiple inner
iterations (at most jmax), which corresponds to solving system (12) with different right-hand side choices
but the same matrix M + δI. Each inner iteration is either an aggressive step or a stabilization step. If,
on the first inner iteration, the step fails (i.e., due to a too small step size), we increase δ and refactorize
M+ δI. Note that we evaluate the Hessian of the Lagrangian once per outer iteration. The selection of the
initial point (µ0, x0, s0, y0) is described in Section B.2.
2To see why this occurs one need only consider an unconstrained problem, e.g., minimizing f(x) = x4 + x3 + x subject to
no constraints. The point x = 0 is a stationary point for the gradient of ∇f(x), but is not a critical point of the function.
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Algorithm 4 A practical one-phase IPM
Input: some initial point x0, vector w ≥ 0, and variables µ0, s0, y0 > 0 such that a(x0) + s0 = wµ0 and
equation (5b) is satisfied with k = 0. Termination tolerances opt ∈ (0,∞), far ∈ (0, 1), inf ∈ (0, 1) and
unbd ∈ (0, 1).
Output: a point (µ, x, s, y) that satisfies at least one of the inequalities (17), (18) or (19)
A.1 Initialize. Set δ ← 0.
A.2 New outer iteration.
Set (µˆ, xˆ, sˆ, yˆ)← (µ, x, s, y). Form the matrix M using (9). Set δprev ← δ.
A.3 Select δ and factorize the matrix M+ δI,
i.e., run Algorithm 7 (see Appendix B.1) with:
Input: M, δ.
Output: New value for δ, factorization of M+ δI.
A.4 Perform inner iterations where we recycle the factorization of M+ δI.
For j ∈ {1, . . . , jmax} do:
A.4.1 Check termination criterion.
If any of the inequalities (17), (18) or (19) holds at the point (µ, x, s, y), terminate.
A.4.2 Take step
-Case I If the aggressive step criterion (20) is satisfied, do an aggressive step,
i.e., run Algorithm 5 with:
Input: the matrix M+ δI, its factorization, the point (µ, x, s, y) and (µˆ, xˆ, sˆ, yˆ).
Output: A status and a new point (µ+, x+, s+, y+).
-Case II Otherwise, do a stabilization step,
i.e., run Algorithm 6 with:
Input: the matrix M+ δI, its factorization, the point (µ, x, s, y) and (µˆ, xˆ, sˆ, yˆ).
Output: A status and a new point (µ+, x+, s+, y+).
A.4.3 Deal with failures.
If status = success set (µ, x, s, y) ← (µ+, x+, s+, y+). If status = failure and j = 1 go to
(A.6). If status = failure and j > 1 go to step (A.2).
A.5 Go to (A.2).
A.6 Increase δ to address failure.
Set δ = max
{
∆incδ, ∆min, δprev∆dec,
‖∇Lµ(x,y)‖∞
‖dx‖∞
}
.
If δ ≤ ∆max then factorize the matrixM+δI and go to step (A.4), otherwise terminate with status =
max-delta.
4.4.1 Aggressive steps
Recall that when computing aggressive search directions we solve system (12) with γ = 0; that is, we aim
for feasibility and optimality simultaneously. We accept any step size assuming it satisfies the fraction-to-
boundary rule (27) and the set of valid dual step sizes is non-empty: B(s+, dy) 6= ∅ (see equations (29)).
To prevent unnecessary line searches, we only attempt an aggressive line search if
∇Lγµ(x, y˜)T dx < 0 (33)
where y˜ = S−1µ(eγ − (1− γ)Y w). Note that (33) always holds if (xˆ, sˆ, yˆ, µˆ) = (µ, x, s, y).
The backtracking line search of the aggressive step has a minimum step size. If during the backtracking
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line search (line A.5.1 of Algorithm 5) the step size αP is smaller than
θ¯(µ, s) := min
{
1/2,
β6
4µ
×min
{
β3 − β2
β3
, 1−Θbi,i
}
× min
i∈{1,...,m}:wi>0
si
wi
}
(34)
then we immediately reject the step and exit Algorithm 5. Note that the function θ¯(µ, s) is a more sophisti-
cated version of θ used for the simple algorithm and defined in (21). Following this, δ is increased in Line A.6
of Algorithm 4 and a new aggressive step is attempted. It is possible that δ will be increased many times;
however, for sufficiently large δ an acceptable step will be found (see Lemma 2).
To choose γ in line A.1 of Algorithm 5 we use a heuristic inspired by Mehrotra’s predictor-corrector
method. This heuristic only requires a direction computation — we do not evaluate any functions of the
nonlinear program.
It is possible that when we take a step that we reduce µ significantly but ‖∇L(x, y)‖∞ remains large.
Line A.6.7 and A.6.7 of Algorithm 5 guard against this possibility. This scheme is controlled by the parameter
β8 ∈ (0.5, 1) with a default value of 0.9. Values of β8 close to 1 give no guarding and close to 0 are conservative.
Algorithm 5 Practical aggressive step
Input: The matrixM+ δI, its factorization, the current point (µ, x, s, y) and the point (xˆ, sˆ, yˆ, µˆ) from the
beginning of the outer iteration.
Output: A new point (µ+, x+, s+, y+) and a status of either success or failure.
A.1 Use Mehrotra’s predictor-corrector heuristic to choose γ.
A.1.1 Compute the vector b at the point (µ, x, s, y) via (7) with γ = 0.
A.1.2 Compute the search direction (dx, ds, dy) using (26).
A.1.3 Estimate the largest primal step size αmaxP from equation (28).
A.1.4 Set γ ← min{0.5, (1− αmax)2}.
A.2 Compute the vector b at the point (µ, x, s, y) via (7) with γ as chosen in previous step.
A.3 Compute the search direction (dx, ds, dy) using (26).
A.4 Check that the direction has a reasonable chance of being accepted. If (33) is not satisfied then terminate
with status = failure.
A.5 Estimate the largest primal step size αmaxP from equation (28).
A.6 Perform a backtracking linesearch. Starting from αP ← αmaxP repeat the following steps.
A.6.1 Check the step size is not too small. If αP ≤ θ¯(µ, s) then goto line A.7.
A.6.2 Compute the trial primal variables (µ+, x+, s+) via (15).
A.6.3 If the fraction-to-boundary rule (27) is not satisfied, then set αP ← β6αP and go to line A.6.1.
A.6.4 Compute feasible dual step sizes B(s+, dy).
A.6.5 If B(s+, dy) = ∅ then trial step has failed, then set αP ← β6αP and go to line A.6.1.
A.6.6 Compute dual variable step size αD using (30) and compute the trial dual variables y
+ using
(15d).
A.6.7 If µ+/µ ≥ 1− β8 goto line A.6.9.
A.6.8 Let τ ← µ+(1−β8)σ(y+)‖∇Lµ+ (x+,y+)‖∞ . If τ < 1 then set αP ← max{β
2
8 , αP τ
2} and go to line A.6.1.
A.6.9 Terminate with status = success and return the point (µ+, x+, s+, y+).
A.7 Terminate with status = failure.
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4.4.2 Stabilization steps
During the backtracking line search we terminate with status = failure if
αP ≤ β5 (35)
where β5 ∈ (0, 1) with default value 2−5.
We then exit Algorithm 6 and go to line A.6 of Algorithm 4, where we increase δ and attempt a new
stabilization step. From Lemma 5 we know for sufficiently large δ the stabilization step will succeed.
To prevent unnecessary line searches, we only attempt a stabilization line search if
∇ψµ(x)T dx < 0. (36)
The idea is to take steps only when it is possible to decrease ψµ. This condition is always satisfied if
Algorithm 6 is called from the first inner iteration of Algorithm 4. It may not be satisfied when the inner
iteration is greater than one because we recycle the factorization of M+ δI.
Algorithm 6 Practical stabilization step
Input: The matrixM+ δI, its factorization, the current point (µ, x, s, y) and the point (xˆ, sˆ, yˆ, µˆ) from the
beginning of the outer iteration.
Output: A new point (µ+, x+, s+, y+) and a status of either success or failure
A.1 Compute the vector b at the point (µ, x, s, y) via (7) with γ = 1.
A.2 Compute the search direction (dx, ds, dy) by solving (8), (10b) and (10a) respectively.
A.3 Check that the direction has a reasonable chance of being accepted. If (36) is not satisfied then terminate
with status = failure.
A.4 Estimate the largest primal step size αmaxP from equation (28).
A.5 Perform a backtracking linesearch. Starting from αP ← αmaxP repeat the following steps.
A.5.1 Check the step size is not too small. If αP ≤ β5 then goto line A.6.
A.5.2 Compute the trial primal variables (µ+, x+, s+) via (15).
A.5.3 If the fraction-to-boundary rule (27) is not satisfied, then set αP ← β6αP and go to line A.5.1.
A.5.4 Compute feasible dual step sizes B(s+, dy).
A.5.5 If B(s+, dy) = ∅, then set αP ← β6αP and go to line A.5.1.
A.5.6 Compute dual variable step size αD using (30) and compute the trial dual variables y
+ using
(15d).
A.5.7 Sufficient progress on filter. If neither equation (22) or (32) is satisfied, then set αP ← β6αP and
go to line A.5.1.
A.5.8 Terminate with status = success and return the point (µ+, x+, s+, y+).
A.6 Terminate with status = failure.
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4.5 Algorithm Parameters
Table 1 Parameters values and descriptions
Parameter Description Possible values Chosen value
opt Tolerance for the optimality criterion (17). (0,∞) 10−6
far Tolerance for the infeasibility criterion (18) cor-
responding to Γfar.
(0, 1) 10−3
inf Tolerance for the infeasibility criterion (18) cor-
responding to Γinf.
(0, 1) 10−6
unbd Tolerance for the unboundedness criterion (19). (0, 1) 10
−12
β1 Used to modify the log barrier function to prevent
primal iterates from diverging.
(0, 1) 10−4
β2 Restricts how far complementarity of s and y can
be from µ. See (5b).
(0, 1) 0.01
β3 Restricts how far complementarity of s and y can
be from µ in order for the aggressive criterion to
be met. See (20c).
(β2, 1) 0.02
β4 Acceptable reduction factor for the merit function
φµ during stabilization steps. See (22).
(0, 1) 0.2
β5 Minimum step size for stable line searches. See
(35).
(0, 1) 2−5
β7 Acceptable reduction factor for the scaled KKT
error Kµ during stabilization steps. See (32a).
(0, 1) 0.01
β6 Backtracking factor for line searches in Algo-
rithm 5 and 6.
(0, 1) 0.5
β7 Exponent of ‖dx‖ used in fraction-to-boundary
formula (28) for computing the maximum step
size αmaxP .
(0, 1) 0.5
β8 Step size for which we check that the dual feasi-
bility is decreasing (line A.6.7 and A.6.8 of Algo-
rithm 5).
(0.5, 1) 0.9
Θb Diagonal matrix with the fraction-to-boundary
parameter for each constraint. See (27) and
(29b).
Each element is
in the interval
(0, 1).
0.1 for all ele-
ments
Θp Diagonal matrix with the fraction-to-boundary
parameter for each constraint used in (28) for
computing αmaxP .
Each element is
in the interval
[Θbi,i, 1).
0.1 and 0.25 for
linear and non-
linear constraints
respectively
∆min Used in Algorithm 4 and 7. (0,∞) 10−8
∆dec Used in Algorithm 4 and 7. (1,∞) pi
∆inc Used in Algorithm 4 and 7. (1,∞) 8
∆max Used in Algorithm 4 and 7. (∆min,∞) 1050
jmax Maximum number inner iterations per outer iter-
ation. See (A.4) of Algorithm 4.
N 2
β10 Minimum slack variable value in the initialization
(Section B.2).
(0, 1) 10−4
β11 Minimum dual variable value in the initialization. (0,∞) 10−2
β12 Maximum dual variable value in the initialization. [β11,∞) 103
µscale Scales the size of µ
0 in the initialization. (0,∞) 1.0
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5 Numerical results
The numerical results are structured as follows. Section 5.1 compares our algorithm against IPOPT on
CUTEst. Section 5.2 compares our algorithm and IPOPT on a set of infeasible problems. For a comparison
of the practical behavior of the dual multipliers we refer the reader to [19]. The code for our implementation
can be found at https://github.com/ohinder/OnePhase and tables of results at https://github.com/
ohinder/OnePhase.jl/tree/master/benchmark-tables. For description of individual CUTEst problems
see http://www.cuter.rl.ac.uk/Problems/mastsif.shtml.
Overall, on the problems we tested, we found that our algorithm required significantly less iterations to
detect infeasibility and failed less often. However, given both solvers found an optimal solution then IPOPT
tended to require fewer iterations.
5.1 Comparison with IPOPT on CUTEst
To obtain numerical results we use the CUTEst nonlinear programming test set [16]. We selected a subset
from CUTEst with more than 100 variables and 100 constraints, but the total number of variables and
constraints less than 10, 000. We further restricted the CUTEst problems to ones that are classified as
having first and second derivatives defined everywhere (and available analytically). This gave us a test set
with 238 problems. For solving our linear systems we use Julia’s default Cholesky factorization (SuiteSparse)
and IPOPT’s default—the MUMPs linear solver.
Table 2 compares the number of calls and runtime of different elements of our algorithm. We do not
currently compare the number of function evaluations with IPOPT, but in general we would anticipate that
IPOPT needs slightly fewer evaluations per outer iteration. In particular, our algorithm may make multiple
objective, constraint and Jacobian evaluations per inner iteration. We evaluate the Lagrangian of the Hessian
once per outer iteration. For problems where function evaluations are expensive relative to factorization,
one is often better off using SQP methods rather than interior point methods. For example, it is known that
SNOPT generally requires fewer function evaluations than IPOPT [15, Figure 2, Figure 3].
Table 2 Number of calls and runtime of different algorithm elements.
Mean # calls per
outer iteration
% runtime contribution
Hessian 1 3.4%
Schur complement 1 42.1%
Jacobian 2.2 7.9%
Gradient 2.2 0.4%
Constraints 6.9 0.6%
Factorizations 1.9 35.4 %
Backsolves 10.0 0.8%
We consider algorithm to have failed on a problem if it did not return a status of infeasible, optimal
or unbounded. Overall the number of failures is 39 for IPOPT and 21 for the one-phase algorithm. From
Table 3 we can see that the one-phase algorithm detects infeasibility and KKT points more often than
IPOPT. If we reduce the termination tolerances of both algorithms to 10−2 and re-run them on the test set
the one-phase algorithm fails 10 times versus 41 times for IPOPT (IPOPT’s algorithm makes choices based
on the termination criterion).
Table 3 Comparison on problems where solver outputs are different.
IPOPT one-phase
failure 32 14
infeasible 3 11
unbounded 0 0
KKT 18 28
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To run this test set it takes a total of 16 hours for IPOPT and 10 hours for our one-phase algorithm3.
However, IPOPT is generally significantly faster than our algorithm. It has a median runtime of 0.6 seconds
per problem versus 3.3 seconds for our algorithm (including problems where the algorithm fails). This
is not surprising since our code is written in Julia and is not optimized for speed; IPOPT is written in
Fortran and has been in development for over 15 years. This speed difference is particularly acute on small
problems where the overheads of Julia are large. Assuming factorization or computation of the hessian is
the dominant computational cost we would expect the time per iteration to be similar if our algorithm was
efficiently implemented in a compiled programming language. For this reason, we compare the algorithms
based on iteration counts.
To compare iteration counts our graphs use the performance profiling of Dolan and More´ [9]. In particular,
on the x-axis we plot:
iteration count of solver
iteration count of fastest solver
and the curve plotted is a cumulative distribution over the test set. We can see from Figure 1 that the
overall distribution of iteration counts seems similar to IPOPT. Although given both algorithms declare the
problem optimal IPOPT is more likely to require fewer iterations (Figure 2).
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
iteration count of solver divided by iteration count of fastest solver
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Figure 1: Performance profile on problems until algorithm succeeds (i.e., returns a status of optimal, primal
infeasible, or unbounded)
3Computations were performed on one core and 8GB of RAM Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v2 at 2.60GHz using Julia
0.5 with one thread.
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Figure 2: Performance profile on problems where both algorithms declare problem optimal.
5.2 Comparison with IPOPT on infeasible problems
On few of the CUTEst problems both solvers declare the problems infeasible. Therefore understand how the
solvers perform on infeasible problems we perturb the CUTEst test set. Recall that CUTEst writes problems
in the form l ≤ c(x) ≤ u. To generate a test set that was more likely to contain infeasible problems we shift
the constraints (excluding the variable bounds) as follows:
c˜(x)← c(x) + e,
and then input the problems to the one-phase solver and IPOPT. Note that the new problems may or may
not be feasible. In Table 4 we compare the solver outputs on this perturbed test set.
Table 4 Comparison on perturbed CUTEst where solver outputs are different.
IPOPT one-phase
failure 42 18
infeasible 14 26
unbounded 0 0
KKT 5 17
Overall we found that 94 of the 238 problems were declared infeasible by both solvers. On this test set
we compared the iteration counts of IPOPT and the one-phase algorithm (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Performance profile on perturbed CUTEst problems where both algorithms declare the problem
infeasible.
Since this perturbed CUTEst test set was somewhat artificial we also tested on the NETLIB test set
containing infeasible linear programs4 (Figure 4). We remark that on these 28 problems the one-phase
algorithm required less iterations on every problem.
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Figure 4: Performance profile on NETLIB infeasible test set.
6 Conclusion and avenues for improvement
This paper proposed a one-phase algorithm. It avoids a two phase or penalty method typically used in
IPMs for nonlinear programming. Nonetheless, under mild assumptions it is guaranteed to converge to a
first-order certificate of infeasibility, unboundedness or optimality. As we have demonstrated on large-scale
test problems the algorithm has similar iteration counts to IPOPT, but significantly better performance on
infeasible problems.
An additional benefit of our approach is the ability to choose w. For example, if one has a starting point
x0 that strictly satisfies a subset of the constraints one can initialize the algorithm with wi = 0 on this subset
(we do this automatically for the bound constraints). The algorithm will then satisfy these constraints for all
subsequent iterations. Aside from potentially speeding up convergence, this is particularly beneficial if some
of the constraints or objective are undefined outside the region defined by this subset of the constraints.
4The LP problem CPLEX2 is an almost feasible problem that was declared feasible by both solvers. Therefore we removed
it from our tests.
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One can interpret the relative value of µ0 and w as the extent to which feasibility is prioritized over
optimality: a larger µ0 gives more priority to feasibility. For a fixed w picking a huge µ makes the IPM
method behave like a phase-one, phase-two method: initially the algorithm attempts to find a feasible
solution then it minimizes the objective on the feasible region. We have attempted such an initialization
strategy and note that while it performs well on many problems, in others it causes the dual multipliers to
become unduly large (as the theory of [19] predicts when, for example, the feasible region lacks an interior).
We find that manually tuning the value of µ0 for a specific problem often significantly reduces the number
of iterations. This sensitivity to the initialization, especially compared with the homogenous self-dual, is a
known issue for Lustig’s IPM for linear programming [31, Table 1]. Therefore, we believe that improving
our initialization scheme (Section B.2) could result in significant improvements.
Finally, we note that improving the accuracy of the linear system solves would also improve our robustness.
A disadvantage of using the Cholesky factorization is that we often had difficulty obtaining a sufficiently
accurate solution as we approached optimality. Potentially switching to an LBL factorization [1, 5] might
help resolve this issue.
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A Global convergence proofs for Algorithm 1
The purpose of this section is to provide proofs of supporting results for Theorem 6.
A.1 Convergence of aggressive steps
A.1.1 Proof of Lemma 2
Lemma 2. Suppose assumptions 1 and 2 hold. If (µ, x, s, y) satisfies (25) and the criterion for an aggressive
step (20), then there exists some δ¯ such that for all δ > δ¯ Algorithm 2 returns status = success.
Proof. First, observe that as δ → ∞ the direction dx computed from (8) tends to zero. Consider any
αP ∈ (0, 1), since the function a is continuous for sufficiently large δ we have
‖a(x)− a(x+ αP dx)‖∞ ≤ β3 − β2
2β3
min
i
{si} (37)
Now, set αP = θ(µ, s) where θ is defined in (21), then for this choice of αP we have∣∣s+i − si∣∣ = |−αPµwi + ai(x)− ai(x+ αP dx)| ≤ β3 − β2β3 si,
where the first equality holds by applying (15c) and then (15a) with γ = 0, the second inequality equation
(37) and αP = θ(µ, s). Note that
s+i yi
µ
=
siyi
µ
(e+ s−1i (s
+
i − si)) ∈
siyi
µ
[
β2
β3
, 1 +
β3 − β2
β3
]
⊆ siyi
µ
[
β2
β3
,
β3
β2
]
⊆ [β2, 1/β2]
where the first transition comes from algebraic manipulation, the second transition follows from substituting
our bound on
∣∣s+i − si∣∣, the third transition using β3−β2β3 < β3−β2β2 , the final transition uses siyiµ ∈ [β3, 1/β3].
Therefore αD = 0 gives a feasible dual iterate. We conclude there exists a δ such that the αP chosen by
line A.3 is at least θ(µ, s), which proves the result.
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A.1.2 Proof of Lemma 3
Lemma 3. Suppose assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then wT y is bounded above for all points (µ, x, s, y) that
satisfy (5) and the following.
A. The criterion for an aggressive step (20).
B. Neither the infeasibility termination criterion (18) nor the unboundness criterion (19).
Proof. Since (18) does not hold: either a(x)T y ≤ 0, Γfar(µ, x, s, y) > far or Γinf(µ, x, s, y) > inf. We
consider these three cases in order.
Let us consider the case that a(x)T y ≤ 0 then (µw− s)T y = a(x)T y ≤ 0 by a(x) + s = µw. Re-arranging
(µw − s)T y ≤ 0 gives yTw ≤ sT y/µ ≤ m/β2.
Let us consider the case that far < Γfar(µ, x, s, y) =
‖∇a(x)T y‖1
a(x)T y
then
wT y < sT y +
‖∇a(x)T y‖1
far
≤ sT y + ‖∇f(x)− β1µe
T∇a(x)‖1 + ‖∇Lµ(x, y)‖1
far
≤ sT y + 2‖∇f(x)− β1µe
T∇a(x)‖1
far
where the first inequality holds by a(x)+s = µw and re-arranging, the second by the triangle inequality and
the third by the assumption that the aggressive step criteron (20b) is met. Furthermore, the term sT y is
bounded by µ/β3 and the term ‖∇f(x)−β1µeT∇a(x)‖1 is bounded because f and a are twice differentiable
and the unboundness criterion (19) is not met.
Let us consider the case that inf < Γinf(x, s, y) =
‖∇a(x)T y‖1+sT y
‖y‖1 then
‖y‖1 < s
T y + ‖∇a(x)T y‖1
inf
≤ s
T y + ‖∇f(x)− β1µeT∇a(x)‖1 + ‖∇Lµ(x, y)‖1
inf
≤ 2s
T y + ‖∇f(x)− β1µeT∇a(x)‖1
inf
where the first inequality holds by re-arranging, the second by the triangle inequality and the third by
the assumption that the aggressive step criteron (20b) is met. We conclude ‖y‖1 is bounded since ‖x‖ is
bounded, clearly therefore wT y is also bounded above.
Since in all three cases wT y is bounded we conclude the proof.
A.2 Convergence results for stabilization steps
A.2.1 Proof of Lemma 9 and Corollary 10
We now introduce the set Qµ,C which we will use to represent the set of possible points the iterates of
Algorithm 1 can take for a fixed µ, i.e., during consecutive stabilization steps.
Definition 7. Define the set Qµ,C for constants µ,C > 0 as the set of points (x, y, s) ∈ Rn × Rm++ × Rm++
such that (25) holds and
A. The function φµ is bounded above, i.e., φµ(x, y, s) ≤ C.
B. The primal iterates are bounded, i.e., ‖x‖ ≤ C.
Suppose Algorithm 1 generates consecutive stabilization steps stabilization steps (µk, xk, sk, yk) for k ∈
{kstart, . . . , kend} with µ = µkstart = · · · = µkend and none of these iterates satisfy the unboundedness
termination criterion (19). Let us show these iterates are contained in Qµ,C , i.e., (xk, sk, yk) ∈ Qµ,C for
some C > 0. For C ≥ φµ(xkstart , skstart , ykstart) condition 7.A holds since during stabilization steps we
only accept steps that decrease φµ. For sufficiently large C, condition 7.B holds from the assumption the
unboundedness termination criterion (19) is not satisfied.
We are now ready to prove Lemma 9. Note that during Lemma 9 we will repeatedly use that the following
elementary real analysis fact:
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Fact 8. Let X = {x : gi(x) ≤ 0}. If gi is a continuous function and the set X is bounded, then the set X is
compact.
Lemma 9. Suppose assumptions 1 and 2 hold. For any constants C, µ > 0 the set Qµ,C is compact.
Proof. First consider the set
Q :=
{
x ∈ Rn : (y, s) ∈ Rm++ × Rm++, φµ(x, y, s) ≤ C, ‖x‖ ≤ C
}
By ‖x‖ ≤ C we see Q is bounded. Furthermore, since φµ(x) ≤ C and Q is bounded there exists some
constant K1 > 0 such that
µw − a(x) ≥ K1
for all x ∈ Q. Consider some sequence xk ∈ Q with xk → x∗. The statement a(x) ≤ µw − K1 implies
φµ is continuous in a neighborhood of x
∗. Using the definition of Q and the assumption that f and a are
continuous implies x∗ ∈ Q, i.e., Q is compact.
Note that:
Qµ,C =
{
(x, y, s) ∈ Rn × Rm++ × Rm++ : x ∈ Q, a(x) + s = µw,
siyi
µ
∈ [β2, 1/β2] ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
}
.
Consider some (x, y, s) ∈ Qµ,C , since s = µw− a(x) ≥ K2 and siyiµ ∈ [β2, 1/β2] we can deduce y is bounded.
Since the function a(x) and the term siyi are continuous we conclude Qµ,C is compact.
Corollary 10. Suppose assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Consider some fixed µ,C > 0. Then there exists some
L > 0 such that for all (x, s, y) ∈ Qµ,C the following inequalities hold:
si, yi ≥ 1/L
‖x‖, ‖y‖, ‖s‖, ‖∇ψµ(x)‖, ‖M‖, ‖∇a(x)‖ ≤ L
and for any u ∈ Rn s.t. ‖u‖ < 1/L
ψµ(x+ u) ≤ ψµ(x) +∇ψµ(x)Tu+ L/2‖u‖2 (38a)
‖a(x) +∇a(x)u− a(x+ u)‖ ≤ L‖u‖2. (38b)
Furthermore, if the aggressive criterion (20) does not holds then
max{‖∇ψµ(x)‖, ‖Sy − µe‖∞} ≥ 1/L.
Proof. All these claims use Lemma 9 and the elementary real analysis fact that for any continuous function
g on a compact set there X there exists some x∗ ∈ X such that g(x∗) = supx∈X g(x).
The only non-trivial claim is showing (38), which we proceed to show. Since there exists some constants
ε1 > 0 such that (x, y, s) ∈ Qµ,C we have a(x) ≤ µw − ε1. It follows that there exists some constant
ε2 > 0 such that for all ‖u‖ ≤ ε2 we have a(x + u) < µw. Therefore there exists some L > 0 such that
‖∇2ψµ(x)‖ ≤ L.
For some x and ν with ‖ν‖ = 1 define the one dimensional function
h(α) := ψµ(x+ αν)
then for α ∈ [0, ε2] we get
h(α)− h(0)− αh′(0) =
∫ α
0
∫ η2
0
h′′(η)∂η1∂η2 ≤ α2L/2,
which using u = να for α ∈ [0, ε2] concludes the proof of (38a). Showing (38b) consists of a similar
argument.
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A.2.2 Proof of Lemma 5
Before starting the proof of Lemma 5, we remark that Lemma 5 uses Lemma 9 and Corollary 10 which are
proved in Section A.2.1
Lemma 5. Suppose assumptions 1 and 2 hold. After a finite number of consecutive stabilization steps within
Algorithm 1, either the aggressive criterion (20) or the unboundedness termination criterion (19) is met.
Proof. Recall that, as we discussed following Definition 7, there exists some C > 0 such that for any
consecutive series of stabilization steps (µk, xk, sk, yk) for k ∈ {kstart, . . . , kend} we have (xk, sk, yk) ∈ Qµ,C
with µ = µkkstart = µkkend .
From Corollary 10 we know that there exists some L > 0 such that max{−λmin(M), λmax(M)} ≤ L,
therefore
dTx∇ψ(x) = −∇ψ(x)T (M+ δI)−1∇ψ(x) ≤ −‖∇ψ(x)‖2/(L+ δ) ≤ −‖∇ψ(x)‖2/(3L+ µ),
where the first transition uses the definition of dx in (8) with γ = 1 when computing b, the second transition
λmax(M) ≤ L and the third transition uses δ ≤ 2L+ µ from line A.3 of Algorithm 1.
Similarly, by line A.3 of Algorithm 1 we get M+ δI  µI therefore
‖dx‖2 = ‖(M+ δI)−1∇ψ(x)‖2 ≤ ‖∇ψ(x)‖2/µ2.
Furthermore,
ψµ(x
+)− ψµ(x) ≤ αP∇ψµ(x)T dx + Lα
2
P
2
‖dx‖2
= αP∇ψµ(x)T dx +
(
Lα2P
2
+ β4
αP δ
2
)
‖dx‖2 − β4αP δ
2
‖dx‖2
≤ αP
(
β4∇ψµ(x)T dx + ‖∇ψµ(x)‖2
(
1
µ2
(
Lα2P
2
+ β4
αP δ
2
)
− 1− β4
3L+ µ
))
− β4αP δ
2
‖dx‖2
≤ β4αP
(
∇ψµ(x)T dx − αP δ
2
‖dx‖2 − c1‖∇ψµ(x)‖2
)
where the first transition holds by Corollary 10, the second by adding and subtracting terms, the third by
the above inequalities, the fourth for some constant c1 > 0 with αP sufficiently small, i.e., any αP ∈ (0, c1).
We can bound ‖dx‖, ‖dy‖ and ‖ds‖ using our bound on ‖dx‖, Corollary 10 and (10).
Finally,
‖S+y+ − µ‖∞ = ‖(s+ ds)y+ − µ+ (s+ − s− ds)y+‖∞
≤ ‖Sy − µe‖∞ + αP
(−‖Sy − µe‖∞ + αPL‖dx‖2‖y+‖∞ + αP ‖ds‖∞‖dy‖∞)
≤ ‖Sy − µe‖∞(1− αP + c2α2P )
where the second transition holds by Sy + Sdy + Y ds = µ and Corollary 10 which shows ‖s+ ds − s+‖∞ ≤
L‖dx‖2, the second inequality by the fact that the directions and ‖y‖ are bounded.
Using ζµ(s, y) :=
‖Sy−µe‖3∞
µ2 , the previous expression and the boundedness of s and y we get
ζµ(s
+, y+) ≤ ζµ(s, y)(1− αP ) + c¯2α2P
for some constant c¯2 > 0. Defining
Υ(αP ) := αPβ4
(
1
2
(
∇ψµ(x)T dx − δ
2
αP ‖dx‖2
)
− ζµ(s, y)
)
,
we get for some constants c1, c2, c3 > 0 that
φµ(x
+, y+, s+)− φµ(x, y, s) ≤ Υ(αP ) + αP
(
c2αP − c3ζµ(s, y)− c1‖∇ψµ(x)‖2
)
by using φµ(x, y, s) := ψµ(x)+ζµ(s, y) and substituting our upper bounds on ψµ(x
+)−ψµ(x) and ζµ(s+, y+).
Since max{ζµ(s, y), ‖∇ψµ(x)‖} is bounded away from zero, we deduce the largest αP satisfying φµ(x+, y+, s+)−
φµ(x, y, s) ≤ Υ(αP ) is bounded away from zero and below by zero. We conclude that we must reduce φµ
by a constant amount each iteration, which means that if there is an infinite sequence of stabilization steps
then φµ(x
k, sk, yk)→ −∞ and hence ‖xk‖ → ∞.
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B Further implementation details
B.1 Matrix factorization strategy
This strategy is based on the ideas of IPOPT [41, Algorithm IC].
Algorithm 7 Matrix factorization strategy
Input: The matrix M and previous delta choice δ ≥ 0
Output: The factorization of M+ δI for some δ > 0 such that the matrix M+ δI is positive definite.
A.1 Set δprev ← δ.
A.2 Compute τ ← miniMi,i. If τ ≤ 0 go to line A.5.
A.3 Set δ ← 0, τ ← 0.
A.4 Perform Cholesky factorization of M, if the factorization succeeds then return factorization of M.
A.5 Set δ ← max{δprev∆dec,∆min − τ}.
A.6 If δ ≥ ∆max then terminate the algorithm with status = failure.
A.7 Perform Cholesky factorization of M + δI, if the factorization succeeds then return factorization of
M+ δI.
A.8 Set δ ← ∆incδ. Go to previous step.
where ∆dec,∆inc,∆min,∆max have default values of pi, 8, 10
−8, 1050 respectively.
B.2 Initialization
This section explains how to select initial variable values (µ0, x0, y0, s0) to pass to Algorithm 4, given a
suggested starting point xstart.
The first goal is to modify xstart to satisfy any bounds e.g., l ≤ x ≤ u. Let B ⊆ {1, . . . ,m} be the set
of indices corresponding to variable bounds. More precisely, i ∈ B if and only if there exists c ∈ R and
j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that ai(x) = xj + c or ai(x) = −xj + c. We project xstart onto the variable bounds in the
same way as IPOPT [41, Section 3.7]. Furthermore, we set wi = 0 and s
0
i = −ai(x0) for each i ∈ B. This
ensures that the variable bounds are satisfied throughout, and is useful because the constraints or objective
may not be defined outside the bound constraints. To guarantee that any constraint ai(x) that was strictly
feasible at the initial point x0 remains feasible throughout the algorithm we could simply set wi = 0 and
s0i = −ai(x0).
The remainder of the initialization scheme is inspired by Mehrotra’s scheme for linear programming [30,
Section 7] and the scheme of Gertz, Nocedal, and Sartenar [13] for nonlinear programming. Set
y˜ ← e
s˜← −a(x0) + max{−2 min
i
{si}, β10}
for some parameter β10 ∈ (0,∞) with default value 10−4. Then factorize M+ Iδ as per lines A.1 to A.3 of
Algorithm 4. Find directions (dx, dy, ds) via (26) and set y˜ ← y˜ + dy and s˜ = −a(x0).
Next, we set:
εy ← max{−2 min
i
y˜i, 0}
y˜ ← y˜ + εy
εs ← max
{
−2 min
i
s˜i,
‖∇L0(x0, y˜)‖∞
‖y˜‖+ 1
}
s˜i ← s˜i + εs ∀i 6∈ B,
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and then
y˜ ← y˜ + s˜
T y˜
2eT s˜
y˜ ← max{β11,min{y˜, β12}}
s˜i ← s˜i + s˜
T y˜
2eT y˜
∀i 6∈ B
µ˜← s˜
T y˜
m
.
where β11 ∈ (0,∞) has a default value of 10−2 and β12 ∈ [β11,∞) has a default value of 103.
Next, set
µ0 ← µscaleµ˜
s0 ← s˜
w ← a(x
0) + s0
µ0
where µscale ∈ (0,∞) is a parameter with a default value of 1.0. We leave µscale as a parameter for the user
because we notice that for some problems changing this value can reduce the iteration count by an order of
magnitude. Devising a better way to select µ0 we believe could significantly improve our algorithm. Finally,
we need to ensure the dual variables satisfy (5b) so we set
y0 ← min{max{β3µ0(S0)−1e, y˜}, µ/β3(S0)−1e}.
C Details for IPOPT experiments
We used the following options with IPOPT:
A. tol: 10−6
B. max iter: 3000
C. max cpu time: 3600
D. nlp scaling method: ‘none’
E. bound relax factor: 0.0
F. acceptable iter: 999999
All other options remained at their default values.
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